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April 2012: All about rhinos 

 

Special issue - rhinos & the poaching crisis  

 

80 and counting…  

 

That’s the number of rhinos killed in South Africa in the first two months of 2012. We 

dedicate this entire issue to finding out about rhinos and their precious horn, establishing 

exactly what is driving the poaching onslaught and examining the pros and cons of suggested 

solutions.  

   

features  

  

All about rhinos 

 

Find out what we know about Africa’s rhino species – how many there are and where they 

live – and about their horns, the unique evolutionary attribute that arguably makes them the 

most controversial and written-about animals of our time.  

    

A chequered past 

 

Prior to colonial times, Africa’s rhino population across all species is thought to have 

numbered in the hundreds of thousands, possibly over a million. From the 1800s to the 

present, our summary tells their story. Rhino numbers, however, remained guesswork until 

the 1960s – and even today there is an element of uncertainty that is compounded by secrecy 

for security reasons. 
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The crisis 

 

Crisis? What crisis? After all, rhino numbers for both species in southern Africa are actually 

increasing. It sounds crazy given a poaching scenario that is seemingly so out of hand, but it 

is true. It doesn’t mean that rhinos in the wild aren’t in trouble though – they are. We unpick 

the inner workings of the poaching syndicates and look at what we know about the 

Vietnamese and Chinese consumers who are driving the demand. 

    

   

 
 

The solutions 

 

We know rhinos are in trouble. We know we want to save them. But how do we do this, in 

the face of such seemingly overwhelming odds? The proposed solutions are  

as hotly debated as they are numerous. Do we increase security and penalties, should we stop 

legal trophy hunting or focus our efforts on changing mindsets in Asia? We evaluate every 

one, including the hottest potato of them all: calls to legalise the trade in horn. 

 

 

Find it here: 

 

http://www.africageographic.com/magazines/africa-geographic/ 

 

 

Peter Borchert  

Founder  

We chose our engaging little model for the cover of this issue for two reasons: relief from the 

brutal images that inevitably accompany so many stories about rhinos these days, and as a 

message of encouragement: for as long as there are rhinos being born that will grow up in the 

wildest of possible circumstances, there is hope for the species. Our exhortation ‘RUN 

BABY RUN’ is, therefore, as much a call for our baby pachyderm to be the essence of what 

it is, as it is a call to run for its very life.     
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Rachel Lang  The crisis confronting rhinos 
today is arguably the most serious they 
have ever faced. What are your thoughts 
on how their disappearance would affect 
not just South Africa, but humanity as a 
whole? 
Ian Player  It would be a disaster, an 
enormous disaster. We have already 
reached the point where, if we don’t find 
a solution, we are likely to see the extinc-
tion of rhinos. And what is happening to 
them is symptomatic of what is happen-
ing to the environment as a whole. If we 
don’t get it right, we as human beings are 
going to suffer.

I sit on the judging panel for the South 
African Breweries’ Journalist of the Year 
Award and each year it is terrifying to 
read the journalists’ stories: the sewage 

that goes into rivers, the acid water rising 
from the old mines… When you read all 
those articles at once, it comes home to 
you how very bad the whole situation is. 
That’s why we have to save the rhino. By 
saving the rhino we are saving ourselves 
– and if we’re not interested in saving 
ourselves, what are we doing here?

RL  Is the government doing enough?
IP  It’s neither accurate nor fair to blame 
the government. There are people within 
the conservation industry who are doing 
everything they possibly can, but we are 
up against a pretty formidable force.

RL  Can we ever change, either by logic 
or by economic or legal means, the 
deep-seated belief that rhino horn has 
medicinal value?
IP  You can’t just destroy beliefs. You 
can’t uproot a Christian’s faith, and in 
the same way I don’t think you can hope 
to uproot Eastern peoples’ faith in the 
powers of rhino horn. They’ve had this 
conviction for 2 000 years, and you’re 
not going to just get rid of it. Life doesn’t 
work that way.

RL  It may sound like a strange question, 
but is a rhino that has been dehorned, or 
one that is farmed, still a rhino? 
IP  A rhino without its horn is like an 
elephant without its trunk, and I’ve been 
quite adamant about that from the 
beginning. Nor do I like the idea of farm-
ing rhinos. I mean, it’s the wildness of 
the animal that makes it so appealing to 
us. We feel a spiritual connection with 
wild animals because much of the wild-
ness in ourselves has been destroyed.

RL  Whether animals have emotions is a 
topic that’s often tiptoed around. What is 
your view?
IP  Every animal has emotions! I discovered 
this with rhinos in particular when we were 
catching them and putting them in bomas 
before relocating them. Each individual 
rhino had a different temperament, but we 
only found that out by working closely 
with them. That’s why I have a lot of sym-
pathy with the animal rights movement. 
However, it is very important to differenti-
ate between sentimentality and emotion, 
and there is great confusion in the animal 
rights movement about this.

RL  Do you remember the first time you 
saw a rhino?
IP  Yes, it was a very moving experience 
for me, very emotional. I had just arrived 
at the Imfolozi Game Reserve as a relief 
ranger and was there to do some anti-
poaching work. It was one of those heav-
ily overcast days with a slight drizzle. I 
was on foot near Masinda Camp when 

Veteran of a previous 
‘rhino war’, Dr Ian Player 
has a special connection 
with these charismatic ani-
mals and is following efforts 
to combat poaching with 
great interest. This world-
respected conservationist 
has valuable insights into 
how we can tackle the 
current crisis, and shares 
them with Africa Geo-
graphic’s Rachel Lang. ‘We have reached 

the point where, if 
we don’t find a 
solution, we are 
likely to see the 

extinction of rhinos’
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two white rhinos came out of the bush. I 
was struck by their prehistoric appear-
ance, like ancient dinosaurs emerging 
from the earth. The drizzle, the dark cloud, 
the flies buzzing around the animals as 
they moved – it all made a very great 
impression on me. I knew intuitively that 
somehow my life would be associated with 
rhinos – and so it has proved to be. 
Throughout my life I’ve done my best for 
the rhino.

RL  Do you ever dream of rhinos?
IP  Yes, I do. Recently I dreamt of a rhino 
that had had its horn chopped off and it was 
coming towards me. I tried to chase it away, 
but it refused to go, it just kept coming at 
me. I’m 85 now, so I’m very tired of fight-
ing and often think that it’s up to other 
people to continue the struggle. But the 
dream was telling me that I can’t give up.

RL  What made you decide that you want-
ed to work in conservation and make a 
difference there?
IP  As a pioneer of the Dusi Canoe Mara-
thon, I paddled from Pietermaritzburg to 
Durban in 1950 to test the route and was 
expecting to see a large number of wild 
animals along the way. But all I saw was a 
couple of grey duikers. This was a big 
shock to me, and when I made enquiries I 
found out that the wildlife had been 
wiped out. Then, after the first race in 

December 1951 I 
returned to work 
late and was fired. 
So while I was look-
ing for a job I 
learned about the 
Natal Parks Board, 
and I applied for a 
position and was 
accepted. My life 
was never the same 
again. When I came 
out of World War II 
at the age of 19 I 
was completely lost, 
didn’t know what I 
wanted to do. But 
then I got into con-
servation and I 
knew it was some-
thing I could ded-
icate my life to.

RL  You led Operation Rhino in the 1960s 
and it successfully boosted the white rhino 
population in South Africa. Could an Oper-
ation Rhino 2 be carried out today? 
IP  It’s a different world now. The most 
important thing we have to do is to save 
the rhinos that still exist, and that can 

only be done in two ways. There have to 
be more rangers in the field, and they 
must be supplied with good intelligence 
because it’s like fighting a war. You can’t 
win a war unless you’ve got troops and 
you’re getting information. And that leads 
to the second element we need. There 
have been a number of meetings, ‘rhino 
summits’ if you like, but we need top busi-
nessmen to be there too so that we can 
debate the best way forward. 

RL  There is a lot of discussion on the best 
route to take – legalising trade in rhino 
horn, farming rhinos, and so on – and 
some of the views are quite polarised. How 
do we find a middle ground?
IP  Well, first you have to look at history. For 
instance, you can’t now say no to buying 

and selling rhinos because sales have taken 
place and it was the conservation agencies 
that initiated them. So you can’t just take 
the commercialisation of rhinos off the 
table. But the important thing is how we do 
it and for what purpose. We have to decide 
how best to regulate it and make sure it’s for 
the animals’ benefit, not our own. 

And then we should always remember 
that everyone has a right to express their 
opinion. I have been saying for a long 
time that it is the spiritual impact of wild 
places that motivates the higher ideals of 
conservation. You can’t go into a wild area 
and not be deeply moved. If we could only 
get the world’s leaders around a campfire 
in the wilderness, with all Africa’s animals 
around them, they would stop screaming 
and shouting at one another and find a 
way forward.

RL  As ordinary people, how can we make 
a difference?
IP  Keep talking about it. That’s how it 
stays in people’s minds. Otherwise they 
forget; it’s human nature that we don’t 
want to think about bad news. Every 
debate is important because it keeps the 
issue alive, and right now that is critical if 
rhinos are to survive.

RL  Do you have hope for the rhino?
IP  Yes, I do. There are enough people 
in this country who are determined to 
ensure that rhinos survive. All through 
my life I’ve been very fortunate to have 
worked with some truly wonderful 
people. I’ve seen what really dedicated 
people can do.

OPERATION RHINO 
Following the decimation of white rhinos 
in southern Africa in the 19th and early 
20th centuries, the species found a ref-
uge in the Imfolozi Game Reserve in what 
is now KwaZulu-Natal. Under the protec-
tion of the Natal Parks Board, and thanks 
to the dedication and hard work of Imfo-
lozi staff, rhino numbers in the reserve 
climbed to about 650 in 1960. Led by Ian 
Player, Operation Rhino was launched to 
capture excess rhinos in Imfolozi and, us-
ing new techniques, to translocate them 
to reserves within the species’ former 
range. By thus establishing new popula-
tions, Player and his colleagues oversaw 
a remarkable and much-lauded rise in the 
fortunes of the white rhino. 

‘Every debate is 
important because 

it keeps the issue 
alive, and right 

now that is critical 
if rhinos are to 

survive’

Ian Player developed a special affinity for rhinos as a 
young man while working with the endangered 
animals in South Africa’s Imfolozi Game Reserve.
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FREEDOM
  ... in your own 

game reserve!

• Purchase your own piece of wild Africa in the Tuli Block, Botswana.

• Part-own a game reserve that hosts incredible biodiversity with nearly 
400 bird species, dozens of mammals and a myriad reptiles, amphibians, 
fish and invertebrates.

• Enjoy the security of a US$-based investment backed by freehold property.

• Join our community of passionate local and international investors.

• Experience wonderful moments in the bush and luxurious accommodation.

• Play an active role in conserving the African wilderness, preserving its 
endangered species and supporting the upliftment of local communities.

• Share the secret and invite friends, photographers, birders and bush 
enthusiasts to come and explore our hidden gem in Africa.

Invest today in a prime wilderness 

For more details about this opportunity, contact:
Limpopo-Lipadi Game & Wilderness Reserve 
Tel. +267 7134 9326/7247 9048
E-mail enquiries@limpopo-lipadi.org or 
bookings@limpopo-lipadi.org
Visit us on www.limpopo-lipadi.org

www.facebook.com/Limpopo.Lipadi

  ... in your own   ... in your own 

The African bush ... your way!


